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We are a Family Business, created for multiple projects, solutions, 

investments, job creation and income for its partners. We are in constant 

updating and continuous study to �nd the requirements, protection and 

adequate satisfaction, in each project and its current laws, leading us to 

achieve the maximum pro�tability of a project in its di�erent phases. We will 

start a new project integrating, three economies, from 3 countries, and 4 types 

of income, in construction, real estate sale,annual management of sales to 

sub-investors, and own income, in the hotel-vacation sector, in Spain, 

Germany and Colombia. The project is called: "RUBIO SUITES"

"RUBIO SUITES" Will be a Hotel Chain with Luxury Apartments 

Vacational at very low cost, o�ering the best quality, managing the 

Boutique concept, with natural �ower scents, exclusive arti�cial scents, 

luxury lingerie, pillow menu, and many services that will di�er us from 

other hotels. We want the price to be one of our strongest attractions, for 

all social and executive classes of the 3 countries.



Located in Sebnitz, a tourist town near the border with 
Holland. This building is not remodeled, It has the 
possibility of building 11 apartments of 60mt2 with 2 
rooms each or 24 boutique hotel rooms.

With 50% of sales to sub-investors, in each unit apartment 
or room unit, you get the revenue to remodel and, or 
construct the buildings in each of the 4 projects, without 
the need to acquire credits, generating more pro�ts or 
bene�ts to the partners of RUBIO COMPANY, also 4 
income in each project, in construction, in sales, in the 
inde�nite administration of the hotel chain once the 
remodeling is �nished and income in the rents of the other 
50% of each project that is not sold.

HOTEL BOUTIQUE GERMANY.



HOTEL BOUTIQUE COLOMBIA.

Property located in Santa fe de Bogotá, Colombia's 

capital, just 10 minutes from the international airport. 

It's about a 2 �oors building in the back and a Building 

of 3 �oors in the front with the possibility of remodeling 

them  with 11 apartments or 20 hotel rooms. Includes 

one land  in the most exclusive area of the Co�ee 

Region in Colombia Armenia-Quindío, to start another 

Boutique Hotel project from zero.

In each project The sub-investor, his friends or family, 

they can visit the room or apartment several times a 

year, Hotels or Vacation Apartments will be managed by 

RUBIO SUITES and its partners all year round.



HOTEL BOUTIQUE SPAIN.

Property located in Corralejo-Fuerteventura (Canary 

Islands), in the center of Corralejo just 2 blocks from the 

beach and the seaport, in front of the best supermarkets, 

restaurants and banks. 

Building of 3 �oors with the possibility of remodeling 

and build 6 vacation apartments.

In the sale of 50% of the apartments, we capture 

su�cient liquidity to build, being this modality very 

important because there are no bank interest involved 

in the construction, and not return of capital 

construction in none of the cases.



We are looking for the Partner to contribute with 50% of the initial 

investment in the 4 hotel projects (€ 825.000) and would be the owner of 

50% of the properties and 50% of the Limited Company (RUBIO BUILDERS 

/ RUBIO COMPANY / RUBIO SUITES). This, with the new partner we 

would convert the Limited Company into anonymous society, and have the 

possibility of entering the stock market in the future if we all desired.

Of the 4 properties, without remodeling, a project would be carried out 

on 3 of them, since there are 1 project settled, the one in the Canary 

Islands about 1 year and 5 months ago, legalizing the other 3 projects 

included in the investment, it would be the beginning to sell on plans 50% 

of the hotel rooms and / or vacation apartments to other individual 

sub-investors in England, Germany, Colombia, France and the United 

States ... this obtaining su�cient liquidity for reforms and construction 

without generating interest expenses.

We want to generate 4 income, 1st income gains in construction, 2nd 

income gains in the sale of rooms or apartments, 3rd income in the 

inde�nite administration of rooms and apartments sold to individual 

sub-investors, and 4th income leaving apartments for Our Company and 

rooms as generation of own monthly income.



Tlf.: (+34) 680 738 434

info@rubiocompany.com

rubiocompany.com


